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Luke McKenna
Unleashing Personal Potential 

Unlocking the truth about 
student performance

What to expect 
- Research about SEL, Growth mindsets, 

grit, wellbeing and links to performance

- Practice about growth mindsets, grit, 
wellbeing

- Practical applications and implementation 
plans for your school

- Investigating use of resources.

‘Schools will be most successful 
in their educational mission 
when they integrate efforts to 
promote children’s academic,
social and emotional learning’

- Elias -

- 1997 -
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- Improvements in attitude, behaviour, 
engagement, wellbeing, school 
culture, time on task.

- Higher academic performance.

- (Aronson, 2002; Battistich et al., 2004; 
Durlak et al., 2012 for CASEL; Elias, 
1997; Zins, 2007)

Benefits of high quality 
S.E.L

‘Our only limitations are 
those we set up in our 

own minds.’
- Napoleon Hill -

- 1937 -

What's holding our students back?

1. A belief that our talents or intelligence 
are fixed traits.

2. A lowered resilience in the face of set 
backs and reduced recognition of 
persistent, focussed effort.

3. Student stress, anxiety, depression and a 
general lack of mental health.
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-Growth mindsets.

-Grit.

-Wellbeing (Positive 
Education).

“The Big 3”

- Address inhibitor.

- Based on evidence.

- Impact academic 
achievement.

- Can be explicitly taught.

- Have everyday applications.

Why “The Big 3”

LEARN IT

EMBED IT TEACH IT

LIVE IT
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Luke McKenna
Unleashing Personal Potential 

THRIVING WITH 
GROWTH MINDSETS

• Positive thinking
• Belief

• Mistakes
• Declaration

• Growth

- I don’t divide the world into the 
weak and the strong, or the 
successes and the failures. I 

divide the world into the learners
and the non-learners. -

- Benjamin Barber -

- Carol Dweck, Stanford University -

“In a fixed mindset students believe their 
basic abilities, their intelligence, their 

talents, are just fixed traits. 

In a growth mindset students understand 
that their talents and abilities can be 

developed through effort, good teaching 
and persistence.” 
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Growth MindsetFixed Mindset

Avoid challenges. 

Give up easily when 
challenged by  obstacles.

See effort as useless.

Embrace challenges. 

Persist when faced with 
challenging obstacles.      

See effort as useful.

Challenges

Setbacks

Ignore useful feedback. Learn from useful feedback. Feedback

Effort

FOSTERING
A	GROWTH	MINDSET

• Teach	about	neuroplasticity
• Less	emphasis	on	talent
• Challenge	fixed	mindset	voices
• Use	process	praise	and	feedback
• Begin	with	ourselves
• Relate	with	stories

NEUROPLASTICITY

“the ability of the nervous system to make 
large increases in the strengths of existing 
neural connections, and also to establish 

new connections.”

(Pascual-Leone et al., 2005)
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(Image	Credit:	https://blog.bufferapp.com/why-practice-actually-makes-perfect-how-to-rewire-
your-brain-for-better-performance)

Consider	grey	matter	and	white	matter.

Test	#1- Students	all	given	the	same	(moderately	difficult)	test.	After	which,	two	
groups	of	equal	ability	were	formed.

Group	A- intelligence	praised Group	B- effort	praised
Were	told,	“wow,	you	must	be	

really	smart”
Were	told,	“wow,	you	must	be	

really	hard	working”
Given	option	of	hard	or	easy	new	tasks.

67%	chose	easier	option. 92%	chose	harder	option.
Test #2- Both groups given same (difficult) test. Performance dropped for both 

groups.
Test #3- Both groups given same (moderately difficult) test.

Results	declined	by	20%	(4.38). Results	improved	by	30%	(6.81).

40%	lied	about	their	results. 10%	lied	about	their	results.

EFFORT COUNTS TWICE

Talent x Effort = Skill

Skill x Effort = Achievement

(Opportunity also plays a role)
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THE GREATNESS GAP

“We like to think of our champions and idols 
as superheroes who were born different from 

us. We don't like to think of them as a 
relatively ordinary people who made 

themselves extraordinary. Why not? To me 
that is so much more amazing.” 

Carol Dweck, 2006. 

SLOW

FAST / 
TALENTED

LAZY 

Tortoise 

Hare

Slow and steady wins the race.

STEADY

• Composed over 600 works
• “prodigious ability from his earliest childhood”
• “during his final years, he composed many of his best-

known works”

Wolfgang 
Amadeus 
Mozart
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“Children who received a greater proportion 
of process praise [tended] to believe that the 
“sources of their accomplishments are effort 

and deliberate practice”, whereas children 
who heard a greater proportion of person 

praise [tended] to believe that the sources of 
their accomplishments are fixed traits”

- Gunderson -

- 2013 -

CREATING A COMMON LANGUAGE 
ACROSS THE SCHOOL 

Instead of This (Person-Praise) Try This (Process-Praise)

Great job! You must be smart at
this.

Great job! You must have worked 
really hard.

See, you are good at English. You 
got an A on your last test.

You really studied for your English 
test and your improvement shows 
it.

You got it! I told you that you were 
smart.

I like the way you tried all kinds of 
strategies on that math problem 
until you finally got it.

You are such a good student!

I love the way you stayed at your 
desk, you kept your concentration, 
and you kept on working. That’s 
great!

Succeed

Struggle

Without effort With effort
- We need to raise 

the bar for you 
now.

- You’re ready for 
something more 
difficult.

- Just try – we can 
always fix 
mistakes after we 
have a go.

- Let’s write a plan 
for practicing.

- Well done for not 
giving up, and look 
what you have to 
show for it!

- All that hard work 
and effort paid off!

- If it were easy you 
wouldn’t be learning 
anything!

- I admire your 
persistence and hard 
work. It will pay off.
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Scenario Coaching Question	/	Response
Something	went	
wrong?

How	can	you	use	this	mistake	to	improve?

Finished? Really?	Have	you	put	in	the	effort	to	achieve	a	result	you	are	
proud	of?

Stuck? OK. What	can	you	try	next?	What	other	ways	might	there	be?

Not	happy	with	your	
work	so	far?

Who	can	you	seek	feedback	from	to	make	it	better?

Finding	it	hard? What	will	you	practice	to	get	better?	What	strategies	will	you	
use?

Not	the	best? That’s	OK.	Who	can	you	learn	more	from?

Too	Easy? How	can	we	make	this	more	challenging	for	you?

Proud	of	your	work? Congratulations!	Where	to	next?	What	are	your	goals?

Adapted	from:	https://www.makersempire.com/promoting-growth-mindsets-with-makers-empire/

- “I’m not good with numbers.”
- “I’m not creative.”

- “I’m just not a much of an athlete.”
- “I don’t have an artistic bone in my body”

What’s your voice saying ?

- YET -

“I was born smart.”
“I have a gift for story writing.”
“I am naturally good at sport.”

What’s your voice saying ?

- BUT -
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It matters greatly what students 
and teachers believe about their 

intelligence and talent- whether it 
is dynamic or static.

“When we expect certain behaviors
of others, we are likely to act in ways 

that make the expected behavior
more likely to occur.”

- 1985 -

- Rosenthal and Babad -

IDEAS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
EDUCATORS

1- listen for fixed mindset voices in ourselves and 

our students- and talk back to them

2- be explicit regarding praise and feedback

3- look for the everyday applications

4- self-fulfilling prophecy

5- share what you know about neuroplasticity

6- avoid the use of “dirty” words
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LEARN IT

EMBED IT TEACH IT

LIVE IT

- LIVE- to my life/work?

- TEACH- to the lives of 
those I teach?

- EMBED- to the everyday 
life of our school?

How could what I have
learned be applied…

GETTING GRITTY 

Luke McKenna
Unleashing Personal Potential 

GRIT RESEARCH
- “effort and interest over years despite failure, 

adversity and plateaus in progress” (Duckworth, 
2007).

- Achievement is the product of talent and effort, the 
latter a function of the intensity, direction, and 
duration of one’s exertions toward a goal 
(Duckworth, 2005)

- self-discipline was a better predictor of academic 
success than was IQ (Duckworth, 2005)
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• Specific components that contribute to grit:
- models of failure and success

- continuous improvement
- setting targets
- habit formation

- effort and energy management
- The learning dip

- Focussed attention
- delayed gratification

- mastery through deliberate practice

THRIVING WITH GRIT

P

T

O

How many of us start something new, 
full of excitement and good intentions, 
and then give up- permanently- when 

we encounter the first real obstacle, the 
first long plateau in progress?”

(Duckworth, 2017)

How many exercise bikes, treadmills and weights 
sets are gathering dust in the back shed?
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TARGET= “My TARGET is….”

OBSTACLE= “One OBSTACLE that 
might arise on the way to my target …”

PLAN= “If … then…”P

T

O

SUCCESS SUCCESS

What people 
think it looks like.

What it really 
looks like.
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• 3	hard	things
• Brush	teeth	with	opposite	hand	for	a	week

• Set	a	password	goal
• Have	a	bottle	flipping	challenge

• Investigate	a	highly	successful	person-
Richard	Branson,	Michael	Jordan,	Oprah,	
Ed	Sheeran,	Billy	Slater,	Albert	Einstein,	
Mozart,	Sheryl	Sandberg,	JK	Rowling

IDEAS	AND	APPLICATIONS
- GROWTH	MINDSET	AND	GRIT-

LEARN IT

EMBED IT TEACH IT

LIVE IT

How could what I have
learned be applied…

- LIVE- to my life/work?

- TEACH- to the lives of 
those I teach?

- EMBED- to the everyday 
life of our school?

FLOURISHING WITH 
WELLBEING PRACTICES + 
SCHOOL ACTION PLANS 

Luke McKenna
Unleashing Personal Potential 
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Wellbeing is linked to success in 
every domain in our lives, including 

marriage, friendship, careers, 
businesses, creativity and health.

(Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener, 2005)

WELLBEING AND 
PERFORMANCE

INCREASED

10X 29.5 
YEARS
DOWN 
TO 14.5 
YEARS

DEPRESSION 
RATES 0VER 

50 YEARS

- Seligman M. , 2002 -

-Gratitude
-Mindfulness

-Signature strengths
-Active Constructive Responding
- generosity and kindness

THRIVING WITH WELLBEING
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How you respond when 
someone shares good news, 

determines the quality of your 
relationships.

-2006-

- Gable, Gonganza & Strachman -

ACTIVE	CONSTRUCTIVE
(to	encourage	/	build)	

ACTIVE	DESTRUCTIVE
(to	point	out	the	negative)	

PASSIVE	DESTRUCTIVE
(to	brush	off	or	ignore)

PASSIVE	CONSTRUCTIVE
(to	minimise)

Every time you do something kind for 
someone else, your brain releases 

oxytocin.
Oxytocin leads to: • increase self esteem / 
confidence • increase energy • increase 
levels of happiness • increase levels of 

positivity

GENEROSITY AND KINDNESS
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LEARN IT

EMBED IT TEACH IT

LIVE IT

How could what I have
learned be applied…

- LIVE- to my life/work?

- TEACH- to the lives of 
those I teach?

- EMBED- to the everyday 
life of our school?

How	can	UPP	help?
- Research	Reports	
and	book

- Weekly	Pos Ed	
Practices

- UPP	incursions	/	
impact	sessions	
for	students

- student	leadership	
incursions	or	
camps

- THRIVE	online	
lesson	plans	/	
workbook
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School	action	plans

How	can	we	improve	growth	mindsets,	grit	and	
wellbeing	at	our	school?

Assemblies,	awards	and	visuals.

UPP	incursions,	staff	PD,	online	
lessons,	survey,	RR,	books,	PEP’s

Pedagogy,	feedback	and	
reporting	processes

ACTION PLAN


